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The positions and lifetimes of several IS and lT3P autoionizins stzxtes of kle and II- are obtained by two methods involv- 
ing standard techniques of electronic structure calculation which can be ex!ended to more complicated systems. The first 
method involves an approximate evaluation of 5liller’s “golden rule” formula; the second is an application of the recently 
developed complex coordinate method. 

1. Introduction 

Recent calculations [ 121 of the autoionizing states 
of two-electron systems have been carried out to a very 
high degree of accuracy. However, these calculations 

utilize Hylleraas basis sets and other techniques which 
cannot easily be extended to more complicated systems. 

We have performed calculations of the positions and 
lifetimes of several autoionizing states of He and H- 
by two methods invoking standard techniques of 

electronic structure calculation. The first method is a 

direct extension of the stabilization method [3] and 

involves an approximate evaluation of Miller’s [4] 

golden ruk formula. The second method is an applica- 

tion of the recently-deve1ope.d complex coordinate ap- 
proach [2,5], in which the coordinate operators 7 in 
the hamiltonian are replaced by ekfi, and matrix ele- 
ments are evaluated in an appropriate basis set. The com- 
plex eigenvalues E, - jir or’ this matrix give directly 

the position and width of autoionizing states. We have 

obtained results accurate to about ten percent using 
Slater-type basis sets of modest size. Both of these 
methods _may.be extended to molecular systems, and 
thus may prove useful in the calculation of electron-. 
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molecule scattering resonances and widths for Penning 
ionization. 

2. Golden rule calculations 

The familiar golden rule of Miller [4] is given by 

r = 27Tpl($+H -- E,l&N’. cl) 
Gr is the resonance electronic wavefunction correspond- 

ing (for examplej to a doubly excited state of He. xc is 
then a conti&um wavefunction of the system He+ t e-. 

p ir the density of continuum states. 

Our approach is to approximate xc by one of the 
non-resonance eigenfunctions of :he hamiltonian ma- 

rris constructed by the CI procedure. That is, we bein 
with a basis set ofA’orthonormn1 configurations 

{+icf 13 rz)), and diagonalize the matrix Hii = (~iIH’~j)‘- 

As in the standard stabilization procedure, we identify 

one root as the resonance: 
IV 

$/, = c ari(S.. 
i=l 

It has been found i3] htt some of the other N-1 

eigenfunctions of Hii corr&pond to “continuum-like” 
solutions ofH, i.e., to He+ f e-: 

I\ 

Fc = x ffcpi. (3) 
.i= 1 
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) Basis sets for golden rule calculations 

3P ‘P 

1s % = 2.00 z = xl0 

2s 3.74 0.56 

2P 0.85 0.99 

Zp’,3p-Sp 1.71-1.81 1.71-1.81 

.i~_ 

-0.64 -0.70 -0.72 -0.74 -0.76 -0.78 -0.80 -0.82 -0.84 
Energy of Closest Continuum Red (au) 

Before substitutinginto the golden ruIe formula, it 
is necesszry to “project out” from $I all configurations 
which correspond to conti~luun~-Iike soWions; other- 
wise the orthonormahty of the cigenfunctions $r and 

: zc wuuld yield a zero result. It is then easily shown 
that 

(41 

where the prime on the summatjo~ emphasizes that 
certain configurations are not included. 

Calculations were performed on the 2s2p I a”P states 
.of I-Ie using the basis sets shown ‘in table I. Several dif- 
fuse basis functions have been included to represent 
the continuum orbital. Typically we used nine con& 
guraticns: ls7-p, 2s2p, Is?;p’, ls3p, . ., ls8p (where 
each ST0 hzs been Ort~o~on~Iii~ed to those preceeding 
it in table 1). Initially it was hoped that the roots would 
correspond to the resonance state closely bracketed by 
continuum-Luke solutions. The continuum roots, how- 

ever, proved not to be so closel!! spaced. We therefore 
decided to adjust the 2 of the 2p’-8p basis functions 
in order to have one continuum solution very close to 
the resonance soIution. This was effective. As 2 was 
varied, the energy of the continuum root closest to 
iesonance moved contimrously Through an interval 
about El. Eq. (4) breaks down and gives zero if E, = 
E,, sb we determined r for several values of Z which 
gave EC cIose to E, and interpolated. The value of E, 
was relatively stable against variation in 2. As previous- 
ly stated, aII continuum4ike configurations ls2p’, 
ls3p, . . .) ls8p are excfuded from the sum. I” is thus a 

“direct measure of the amount o< the resonance 3,s?p 
configuration in the continuum state, or, alternatively, 

.of the amount of continuum co.nfigurati6ns in rhe res- 
onance states. 
: We dete~~~d,t~e density of continuum states p 

by,&Lq a resuIt ~diseussed. previ.nusly by Hazi and Taylor 
. . . 

Fig. 1. r as determined from the golden rule equation (4) for 
several basis sets giving cont~uu~ roots in a ran_re near the res- 
onance energy Er = -0.7504 3~. 

133. They found that the use of square integrable func- 
tions which form a Rexible basis out to some large dis- 
tance I,, but which then decay rapidly, corresponds ap- 
proximately to the boundary condition of an iniinite 
potential barrier at L. The energies of the continuum 
states of He’ + e’ should then be approximately E,, = 
-$Z2 4 &kz, where -$22 is the energy of the He+ 
core, and 

k 
I1 
= 2m2/L. W 

If the integral of $*$ is normalized to unity (as is 
done automatically in our CI ~aI~uiations), then p(E,,) 
is given by 

k,, was determined for esch continuum eigenvalue, and 
found to be very nearly linear in n near the resonance. 
We were therefore able to determine p witfi an accuracy 
of l&15%. Fig. I shows our results for He(2s2p 3P); 
the vaiue obtained for I’ agrees quite well with the ac- 
curate values of Bhatia and Temkin [1] . For 
He(2s2p I P) the method gaw I? about a factor of two 
too small. These results are summarized in rable 3. 

3. Complex coordinate method 

A more direct approach for calculating the energies 
of autoionizing states is the recently developed complex 
coordinate method [2,5]. In this approach aII the radial 
coordinates in the hamiltonian are considered to be 
complex (r + e-&r), and the resulting S~hr~dinger equa- 
tion is 

9’ -- .‘._: - ,. :’ ; 
. . 

‘.-. :-,- 
: 

_. .-‘.. 
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Table 2 
Summary of results 

-- 

Golden rule method 

- ------~- -----.- _-.. -_-___ 

Complex coordinate mctbod Accurate values 

State 

He ‘S 
‘P 

3P 

H- 1 Sal 
3P 

E;(w) 
- 

-0.6517 

-0.7504 

r(eV) 

0.021 

0.0085 

E,(au) l-(eV) l?r;(aLl) 
----- 

-0.7767 ti.1170 -0.7788 

-0.6618 0.0112 -0.6929 

-0.7552 0.0079 -0.7615 

-0.1484 0.05 74 -0.1488 

-0.1382 0.0072 -0.1426 

r(eV> 

0.125 

0.0374 

0.0084 

0.0476 

0.0063 

‘1 Results for this state are also obtained m refs. [2,5] _ 

It has been shown [6] that the bound state eigenvalues 
E of this transformed equation are independent of e, 
and that the continuum solutions have energies along 
rays in the complex plane which make an angle 2a with 
the real axis, and which intersect the real axis at each 
eigenener,v of the one electron system. The Iocation 
of autoionizing states (which correspond to scattering 
resonances or poles of the S matris) is also independent 
of a; the wavefunctions for these states decay asymp- 
totically for (Y in a certain range. Thus, after a coordi- 
nate rotation, autoionizing states and genuine bound 
states are both described by square integrable wave- 
functions, and both may be calculated with the same. 
techniques. Using modest but carefully selected basis 
sets of Slater orbi?als, we have calculated the spectrum 
of eigenvalues of certain I.5 and 1~3P states of He and 

H-, and found the behavior of the bound, autoionizing, 

-0.30 - 
a=a/12 

-0.40- a Conlinuum Stole 
x 2sZp 3P Recanonce 

-0.50 I I I 
-0.50 -0.40 -0.30 -0.20 -O.‘IO b 

I 
0.10 0.20 

Fig. 2. Several eigenvalues of the 42 configuration complex ma- 
trix dingonalization are shown. The diagonal lines make an 
an&2rr with the rezI axis and represent the &rious branch 
cuts of the exact continuum spectra, which are rotated by the 
wmplex coordinnte tnnsformation. 

and continuum states in accord with the prediction 
an exact calculation. Previous complex coordinate 
culations [2,5] of two electron systems have dealt 
with the 1 S state of H-. 

We typica!ly chose basis sets of about 13 STO’s, 
formed linear combinations of them to construct 4 
to 60 configurations which were eigenfunctions of 
Ml_, S”, and Af,. As in the previous section, we chc 
several very diffuse basis functions, to allow the wa 
functions to have a flexible asymptotic form. Fig. Z 
illustrates our results for the 3P symmetry of H-. S 
were accurately obtained beIonging to fwo differen 
continua, e- + H(ls) and e- + H(2s). States were & 
found which seem to belong to the e- + H(3s) conti 
uum, but they do not lie exactly on the ray as expe 
This presumably reflects the limited nature of our 1: 

Fig. 3 shows the trajectory of the energy of the 

-0.oGo3l I I I 
-0.7552 -0.7551 -0.7550 -0.7539 

Real Port ?f Energy 

pig. 3. The trajectory of the 2s2p resonance eigenvalue of 
He 3P system. The points are shown at a = 0 (on the! real 3 
2nd then for equal increments +cr = n/96. 
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2s2p 3P autoionizing state of He. For cr = 0, this is just 

the energy obtained in a stabiIiz;tion calculation. For 
-LY > 0, the root should rapidly approach the exact pole 
location and remain there. Instead, we observe the 

same behavior as did Doolen et.al. [2] ; the root trajec- 

tories approach the exact pole locations, hesitate, and 
then move rapidly away. We calcu!ated IdE/dal along 
the trajectory, &d defined our best estimate of the 

pole’s location.as the point wher,- this quantity was a 

minimum. Thus in fig. 3 the root location is plotted 
for equal increments .&a = n/96; a range of a exists 

-over which both the real and imaginary parts of the 

ener,g are nearly stationary. 

basis functions: 

p exp(-Zrew) = ,d’(emzf co93 - iZr sina e-’ cos2 f . . .). 

(8) 

Thus if an ST0 of order II and charge Z is important 
in describing a particular state for (Y = 0, one might ex- 
pect higher order ST03 of charge ZCOXY to be appro- 
priate at the rotation angle CY. We normally included 

on!y one higher order function, and used double-zeta 
basis sets to span a range of 2’s. 

An explanation for this behavior is suggested by the 
results of ca!cuiations we carried out using the same 
model potential as Bain et al., viz., J’(u) = 7.5 r2e4 au. 
For several a, we calculated the complex wavefunctions 
numerically and compared them with those generated 
by the complex matrix diagonalization. For small Q, 
the basis set was flexible enough to reproduce accurate- 

iy the real and imaginary parts oi‘ the wavefunction, and 
the resonance eigenvaiue was staljonary. However, as 
CI was increased,.the exact wavefunction exhibited ad- 
ditional &cillations which the basis set could not re- 
produce. At this point the trajectory followed by the 

resonance root moved away from the exact pole, in a 
seemingly random direction. 

Tab!e 2 summarizes the results of our calculations. 
We feel that of the two methods we have tried, the com- 

plex coordinate method is the more promising. This 
method yields lifetimes accurate to about ten percent 
for a variety of autoionization states, and requires very 
little effort beyond that for a standard, real, bound state 
calculation. Undoubtedly, this accuracy could be im- 
proved by the use of more elaborate basis sets. How- 
ever, we are presently working to extend the method 
to molecular systems. 
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